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Profit Share – This is driven by 3 criteria; one being experience, two being # of deals financed 

with investor, and three being profitability of the deal.  A very basic example is someone who 

hasn’t done any flips before and never with us - we would be somewhere on the higher end of 

the ranges at 12-13%, 4-6 points, and 45-60% of profit.   With more experienced investors we 

would be somewhere on the lower side of the ranges at 10-11%, 2-3 points, and 15-30% profit 

share.  All points, closing costs and interest are rolled into the loan. 

  

Interest Payments – Based on our profitability calculations we will project the term of the loan 

based on size of rehab and DOM for the comps in the area.  We will come up with a conservative 

estimate for the # of months the project will take.  From there we will calculate the amount of 

payments for those months and include that amount into the loan.  You will not have monthly 

payments.  If the total cost is over 70% of ARV, we can stretch (case by case) to 75% 

ARV.  Everything has to do with a minimum (required) profit to the investor.   

  

What the above 2 paragraphs mean to the buyer - first time buyers with the investor (which 

everyone will be regardless of experience), are able to buy a property with very little money of 

their own.  Buyers are part of an equity share, or profit share, transaction with our Funding 

Company and the investor.  As a result, the buyer (upon completion of rehab and sale of 

property) will have a net profit of between 25% - 40% (case by case depending on initial 

paperwork sent in to the Funding Company (paperwork included but is not limited to Purchase 

Agreement, Scope of Work prepared by contractor, ARV, projected profit as well as other 

variables).  At all times, the Buyer will know (in the beginning and will be put in writing) exactly 

what his/her profit share percentage will be). 

What Buyer Can Expect? 

� All fees are rolled into the loan INCLUDING rehab fees! 

� Contractor will have a draw schedule 

� Buyer finds property and manages the project from start to finish 

� Investor brings the money 

� There are NO monthly fees 

� Background checks are performed to ensure no financial crimes are present with buyer 

 


